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ABSTRACT

1.1

Since the beginning of the Linked Open Data initiative,
the number of published open datasets has gradually increased, but the datasets often do not contain description
about content such as the dataset domain (e.g., medicine,
cancer), when this information is available, it is usually
coarse-grained e.g. organic-edunet contains the metadata
about a collection of learning objects exposed through the
Organic.Edunet portal, but it is classified as Life science.
In this work we propose approaches that will provide a detailed description of existing datasets as well as linking assistance when publishing new datasets by generating detailed
descriptions of the publishers dataset.

Linked Open Data (LOD) has gained significant visibility
and adoption since its inception. Starting with 12 datasets
in 2007, currently it consists of at least 9,960 datasets1 .
The rapid growth in the number of LOD datasets reveals
the interest of data publishers in publishing their data as
structured data on the data cloud and this trend is likely
to continue. Furthermore, the range of domains and topics
covered by these datasets has also increased. When adding
a new dataset to the LOD cloud, links should be identified
to as many other relevant LOD datasets as possible, which
calls for tools that support linked data search and discovery.

Keywords

The number of open datasets is growing, but often they
are not linked. From 10,632 datasets in DataHub2 only
1,0273 claim that they are connected and contain live links
to other datasets. This highlights the problem, that publishers who want to publish their datasets do not have enough
knowledge of existing datasets and do not provide metadata
that correctly represents the content of their own datasets.
To solve this problem we propose two approaches, which
are based on the same methodology. We will describe this
methodology in detail in section 3.3 and 3.4.
In the first approach we analyse existing datasets and provide a detailed description of these resources. In the second approach we provide metadata about the dataset that a
publisher wants to publish, and suggestions for the existing
datasets that the dataset could be linked to.

1.2

Linked data profiling, Linked data, domain identification

1.

INTRODUCTION

Data profiling is the process of creating descriptive information and collecting statistics about the dataset. It is the
most important activity when facing an unfamiliar dataset
[17] and can help to assess the importance of the dataset as
a whole, find out whether the dataset or part of the dataset
can be easily reused, improve the user ability to query or
search the dataset, and detect irregularities for improving
data quality.
Moreover in the linked data paradigm, the datasets are connected to each other in a manner similar to how web pages
are connected on the World Wide Web [3]. Data profiling also provides information of these connections between
datasets and this is what creates the Web of Data which
allows to connect and reuse existing data instead of replicating the data.
Linked data profiling consists of creating quantitative information of these datasets and of creating qualitative descriptions about the topics covered by the datasets. In our work,
we focus on the qualitative description.

2.

Motivation

The Problem Statement

STATE OF THE ART

In the early days of linked data [4] the main focus of the
community was on publishing data and finding good practices, but since the amount of the datasets was growing fast,
so did the necessity for statistics and summaries about the
existing datasets. RDFStats [16] and Semantic sitemaps [7]
were one of the first to deal with RDF data statistics and
summaries. Based on their work there has been recently an
explosion of tools for analysing linked data datasets.

2.1

Analytics systems

Tools like ExpLOD [14], LODStats [2], ProLOD++ [1],
LODOP [11] and Aether [18] compute statistical informa-
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3.

tion which is vital to the applications dealing with query
optimization and answering, data cleansing, schema induction and data mining [13, 15].
There are also systems e.g., Project Open Data Dashboard
4
that tracks and measures how US government web sites implement the Open Data Principles to understand the progress
and current status of their public data listings.
Bohm [5] presents an approach that exploits only the structure of an entity-relationship graph to address the problem
of mining latent topics from graph-structured data.
One of the most recent tools for LOD analytics is LODVader5 , a system that provides similar statistics to what
we want to provide e.g., number of triples, frequencies and
distributions of distinct subjects, predicates, and objects,
and a list of used vocabularies. LODVader crawls a dataset
and extracts links using Bloom filters. They also calculate
similarity between datasets by using owl:Class, rdf:type
and predicates and visualise the results in an interactive diagram, however contrary to our approach, they do not classify
datasets based on topics or domains.

2.2

We propose two approaches, which are based on the same
technology. In the first approach, we analyse the existing
datasets and provide a detailed description of the datasets.
In the second approach, we provide metadata about these
datasets that a publisher wants to publish, and suggestions
for possible datasets that the dataset could be linked to.
As both approaches are based on the same underlying technology, we will briefly describe the differences in the approaches, and focus on the common technology.

3.1

Topical profiling

Literal
filtering

Type
identification

Category
identification

Approach for LOD resource discovery

In this approach we crawl the existing LOD portals (Publicdata9 , DataHub2 , Amsterdam Open Data10 , Europa11 ) to
collect the same type of statistics as Lodstats [2] and ProLOD++ [1]. We do not use any of the existing systems because when we are extracting string literals from the dataset,
we need to process the whole dataset and during this process we can easily collect the statistics that are relevant for
us. If we would analyse the dataset using other systems
then it would be an inefficient use of resources because we
would have to resubmit the whole dataset to another system and depending on the size it can be time and resource
consuming. As output we provide an interactive LOD cloud
diagram with added metadata (e.g., number of triples, connections to other datasets, used vocabularies, domain of the
dataset). This metadata is generated using approaches described later in this paper.

Most closely related to our research is topical profiling
which focuses on the content-wise analysis at the instances
and ontological levels. Lalithsena [15] performs automatic
domain identification on the linked data by retrieving entity
labels and labels of their classes, then they send the labels
(of entity and classes) to Freebase6 API and retrieve Freebase type and domain information. The results are merged
to create a category hierarchy where only hierarchies with
the most common root are kept. In the next step the most
frequent category from all hierarchies is selected as the domain.
Similar work is done by Fetahu [9, 10] who describes a system that samples datasets, using DBpediaSpotlight7 to identify entities and categories, followed by category filtering and
ranking where the top ranked categories are considered topics.
Our approach can be considered a hybrid between these two
approaches, as it differs from Lalithsena in that we use DBpedia8 instead of Freebase and where as Lalithsena approach
relies on class labels to identify the entities our approach
does not require this data. Contrary to Fetahu approach we
process the whole dataset, not just a sample, because our
goal is to provide a description with different levels of granularity. Like Fetahu, we use DBpediaSpotlight, but instead
of just retrieving the categories, we also retrieve the type
of the entity as this provides us additional information and
helps in identifying the relevant categories.
TF-IDF

METHODOLOGY

3.2

Approach for dataset publication assisting

Our approach provides recommendations for the publisher
about what metadata to provide with the dataset and recommend related datasets to which the publisher’s dataset
could be linked based on domain, topics and LOD cloud diagram. This system processes RDF dumps and will provide
a web interface where the publisher can inspect the metadata that we generate and modify it to precisely represent
their dataset. Afterwards we generate an RDF metadata file
using the VoID vocabulary, which the publisher can add to
the dataset or provide it as a separate metadata file.

3.3

Statistics gathering

The statistics gathering method is shared by the two approaches. We provide statistics about frequencies and distributions of distinct subjects, predicates, and objects, a list of
the different data types used for literals, and a list of used
vocabularies. We use state of the art methods, similar to
those used by existing systems - RDFStats [16], LODStats
[2], ProLOD++ [1], LODOP [11], Aether [18].

3.4

Domain
identification

Domain identification

To identify the domain of the dataset we analyse string literals from a given dataset and link them to DBpedia. We are
using DBpedia categories because they cover large domains
and we have not encountered situation when a dataset describes a domain which is not present in DBpedia categories.
Our approach can be split in multiple subtasks i.e., (i) computing TF-IDF on extracted string literals, where we assume that each string literal is a separate document, then

Figure 1: Domain identifications system
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we rank the terms based on their TF-IDF score and select
the top results. As we identify topics in the dataset by linking them to the DBpedia concepts, we need contextual data,
so in the next step we (ii) filter string literals containing the top terms. After collecting all the string literals
that contain any of the top terms we identified, these literals are sent to (iii) DBpediaSpotlight [8]. We use the
DBpediaSpotlight system because when it has recognised an
entity, it provides a link to a DBpedia concept, and if string
literal entity that links to the same DBpedia concept is discovered, we can be certain that it is the same entity. This
is important because we are using additional information
that DBpedia contains e.g., type of entity and categories to
which it is linked. Although now we use DBpediaSpotlight,
we are investigating alternative technologies e.g. Babelfy[19]
to identify the best approach for recognising entities. In the
next step (iv) type identification we extract all the types
that are linked to entities, and this will help us narrow down
the type of entities (e.g., person, country, animal). In the
(v) category identification step we identify to which of
the DBpedia categories the extracted entities belong to (e.g.
cancer, bacteria, fungi), this provides us a high granularity
description of the dataset, which is required in identifying
specific information, but it is too much information for a
summary about the dataset. After collecting all this data
we are finally able to perform (vi) domain identification,
where we use the existing DBpedia category structure to
identify common parents for categories that we identified in
the previous step, and we consider this parent category a
domain.
During the process of identifying the domain we created a
hierarchical structure of the topics in this dataset, and we
are able to provide hierarchical representation of the domain
and underlying topics for the dataset.

4.

Figure 2: Classification result for baseline dataset
and enriched dataset

Figure 3: Classification result based on DataHub
tags

tion, we enriched the dataset with information form Linked
Open Vocabularies (LOV)14 . The LOV dataset contains a
list of popular vocabularies and their classes and properties,
this information is enriched with human annotated tags, and
we enriched our dataset with the same tags.
After enriching the dataset and reclassifying our datasets we
got a slightly improved F-measure of 0.717. The F-measure
for each of the predefined domains, and how the results are
improved after adding tags from the LOV dataset are shown
in Figure 2.
The classifier produced better results with human annotated
tags, for that reason we created another experiment where as
input data we used the available metadata from DataHub2
(i.e. tags) and again trained it with the LOD cloud diagram.
With tags provided by creators of the dataset, the classifier
reached an F-Measure of 0.910 using cross-fold validation.
To make sure that overfitting does not occur we also validated the model by splitting the dataset and using 66% for
training and 34% for validation. Results for each domain
can be seen in Figure 3. With this method we reached
overall F-Measure of 0.880.

EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES & RESULTS

To properly evaluate our approach we create a baseline
and determine the efficacy of our approach for identifying
domains.

4.1

Evaluation dataset

For the baseline creation we used the existing LOD cloud
diagram12 from 2014 because it was created manually so we
use it as a gold standard. The LOD cloud diagram contains
342 active datasets and they are split in 9 domains13 : Media (8), Linguistics (13), Publication (88), Social Networking (41), Geography (19), Government (65), Cross domain
(23), User generated (53), Life science (32). From these 342
datasets we extracted URIs of classes and properties. We
used URIs instead of labels because, when datasets used external vocabularies, often labels where not present.

4.2

5.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We obtained an F-Measure of 0.713 by classifying the
datasets using their categories and properties. Because the
datasets that belong to the same domain often use the same
vocabularies to describe information it is beneficial for certain domains. However as can be seen in Figure 2, it is not
the case for Media and Linguistics domains.
Some domains are harder to automatically classify because
there are not enough standardised vocabularies that can be
reused or the datasets contain information that is so diverse
that it requires many vocabularies to describe the datasets.
Based on the fact that even by enriching the datasets with
human annotated information, we could not significantly increase the classification models accuracy, we concluded that
the ontological information (i.e., classes and properties) is

Experiments

We used the URIs as features for the Support Vector Machine Classifier (C-SVC), which was trained on the LOD
cloud diagram and for evaluation of the model we performed
cross-fold validation and the best overall F-Measure was
0.713.
To test if the results can be improved by additional informa12
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not enough to reach a level of accuracy that would be sufficient for a fully automated approach.
We can assume with reasonable certainty that the problem
lies in the dataset because in our internal experiments we
ran combined 476,576 permutations of configurations for CSVC [6] and the tree classifier j84 [20], and we could not
improve the results over those reported in this paper.
From the second experiment we can conclude that the tags
provided by the creators of the datasets provide the most
accurate classification, but they also require the most effort
from the dataset creators and publishers. This means that
this approach can be successfully used to classify existing
dataset that have human-annotated tags. The disadvantage
of this approach is that an annotated training set is required
and if the new dataset contains tags that were not present in
the training set then the classifier will not be able to identify
the domain.
Our approach does not require any training data and can be
run on any RDF dataset that contains literals. We have run
our approach on the datasets contained in the LOD cloud
diagram and we evaluated on the domain labels in the diagram. However the initial experiments have been inconclusive so far because the existing domain classification in the
LOD cloud does not cover the whole range of information
that actually is represented in the LOD cloud.

5.1

that the best solutions for the individual components will
provide the best results for the whole system.
The component where we identify the most relevant terms
using the TF-IDF algorithm, we will compare to the alternative approaches that are used in text summarization
to identify the most important sentences e.g., TextRank,
LexRank,SumBasic. Inouye [12] compares these algorithms
on the Twitter datasets and considering that often the linked
data datasets contain short textual descriptions just like
tweets, we believe that this algorithms could be good alternatives for the TF-IDF algorithm we are using. To evaluate
this step we will select popular LOD datasets e.g., BBCMusic, Foodalista, Medicare where for the human annotators it
will be easy to identify if the selected terms are describing
the datasets.
For evaluating the entity recognition component with alternative solutions e.g., Babelfy[19] we will use the dataset from
the #Microposts2015 NEEL challenge15 . We selected this
dataset as it comprises tweets extracted from a collection of
over 18 million tweets. They include event-annotated tweets.
As mentioned before, limitations on the length of the tweets
makes them similar to the linked data literals as often they
are short.
To evaluate the category identification step we will use the
same approach as for the TF-IDF evaluation, we will select
popular LOD datasets and ask human annotators to identify
if the categories that we have selected fit to the dataset.

Evaluation plan

As mentioned before, there has been recent work that tries
to automatically identify the domain of a dataset [15, 9].
Annotations used by different systems are incompatible and
automated mapping would not be accurate. For this reason
we will run these two existing approaches and our approach
on the same datasets, then we will select top results from
each approach and ask human evaluators to determine which
system provided fitting domain description.

5.1.1

5.2

As described earlier, we are using the DBpedia category
structure to identify domains, but this structure is very large
(960,039 nodes and 4,553,783 links), so we will create a simplified category structure that doesn’t contain named entities with the assumption that it will provide faster and
better domain recognition.
At this stage our approach does not take into account the
domains of related datasets, but we are planning to extend it
so that using information about other linked datasets could
help to identify the domain.
As the size of the LOD cloud is growing, it becomes harder
to visualise it, we will investigate alternative visualisation
solutions, other then currently used in visualising the LOD
diagram, e.g. hierarchical graph representation or chord diagram.
As noted by other researchers [15], the current LOD cloud
domain classification in many cases does not make a lot of
sense, for this reason we are planning to perform a study to
identify what domain classifications are used by actual LOD
applications in academia and industry.
We have some simple crawlers that can gather information
about the datasets and retrieve data dumps, but it requires
human supervision and interaction. Therefore we are planning to create a fault tolerant and more generic LOD crawler
that could work autonomously.

LOD resource discovery system evaluation

To evaluate the LOD resource discovery system and how
helpful our provided description of the existing LOD cloud
is, we will monitor user activity on our system (e.g. how long
a user stays on our diagram, how many different resources
are they selecting) and we will ask returning users if our previous recommendation was useful. This type of evaluation
is long-term and depends on the amount of users that are
using it. As there is an obvious possibility that we will not
be able to collect enough user data to evaluate our system,
we will contact the creators of the datasets that we will have
processed and ask if they agree with our description of their
datasets.

5.1.2

Recommender system evaluation

To evaluate our recommender system, we will collect statistics about how many of our recommendations the user followed and we also will collect user feedback about our recommendations. To increase the amount of data publishers
using our system we will collaborate with linked data publishing portals e.g., DataHub2 and ask them to recommend
our system as metadata generating tool.

5.1.3

Future work
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Individual component evaluation

Apart from evaluating the whole system as one, we will
evaluate each of the components separately by comparing
them to the alternative approaches based on the premises
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